Abstract-Phase contrast MRI is an emerging tool for evaluating valvular pathology. However, the effects of variable image position and valvular pathology on velocity measurements have not been explored. We compare velocity maps with correlation methods, used in image processing to align images and quantify their similarity, to define these effects on calculations of valve orifice area. Quantitative flow images were acquired in four parallel planes (2 in aortic root, 2 in outflow tract), in patients (n = 22) with aortic stenosis. Velocity-time integrals (VTIs) were computed and cross-correlations were performed to quantitatively compare the shapes and relative positions of three-dimensional flow profiles between scans at various positions. Supravalvular VTIs correlated well with one another (R = 0.96), with comparable values. The two subvalvular VTIs exhibited a linear relationship (R = 0.93) but with a 23% difference in mean values. Cross-correlations between supravalvular levels were maximized at (0, 0) offset (indicating concentrically aligned jets) for 19/23 patients, with an average maximum value of 0.957 ± 0.028; the average for the remainder was 0.800 ± 0.037. For subvalvular levels, all cross-correlations were maximized at (0, 0) with average maximum 0.968 ± 0.160. The aortic VTI measurements were comparable, indicating relative insensitivity to the position of the imaging plane; in the LVOT, measurements were only somewhat position-dependent. We conclude that phase contrast MRI is a robust tool for the evaluation of aortic stenosis.
INTRODUCTION
Aortic valve sclerosis is a common diagnosis in the echocardiography laboratory and occurs in more than 25% of patients in the general population. 16 Aortic sclerosis eventuating in frank valvular stenosis reduces survival independent of other cardiac risk factors. 10 The only effective treatment for critical aortic stenosis is surgical valve replacement, which typically is performed only when critical stenosis supervenes at absolute valve sizes of less than about 0.7 cm 2 .
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Because the clinical decision to perform surgical valve replacement depends in large part on quantification of valve area, the accuracy and repeatability of such measurements are important factors in patient management decisions. Currently, the practical gold standard for noninvasive evaluation of aortic valvular disease in outpatient settings is Doppler echocardiography, which has demonstrated strong correlations with invasive cardiac catheterization. 11, 13, 15, 18 MRI has become well established as a tool for measuring blood velocities and volume flows, 1, 3 and more recently has been proposed as an alternative diagnostic tool for valvular disease. 4, 14 Although the literature to date remains limited, initial results indicate excellent agreement between echocardiographic and MR-derived indices of aortic valve size. [5] [6] [7] 15 Caruthers et al. recently validated a simple clinical cardiovascular MR (CMR) protocol for valve area quantification with the use of phase-encoded velocity mapping. As echocardiography is currently the most commonly clinically applied imaging modality in the assessment of aortic stenosis, the terminology used in flow-based MRI examinations has been devised to facilitate comparison between the two modalities and to allow clinicians well versed in echocardiography to readily understand MR-based measurements. The velocity-time integral, or VTI, is the distance traveled by a bolus of blood moving through an orifice under different conduit conditions-conservation of mass dictates that, over a constant time interval (i.e., systole), a fixed amount of blood must be moved a longer distance through a narrow orifice than a wide one. Consequently, a "longer" VTI indicates a narrow orifice for a given cardiac output. The product of a VTI and the corresponding orifice area yields a measure of bulk flow through the orifice, and so these data can be input into the continuity equation for computation of valve orifice area. The concept of the VTI has been incorporated into MRI to provide a well-accepted 0090-6964/05/0700-0878/1 C 2005 Biomedical Engineering Society and clinically validated index of disease severity. Hence, Caruthers et al. computed aortic valve areas by evaluating the continuity equation at calculated velocity-time integrals (VTIs). 2 However, the prescription for calculation of VTIs was confined to a highly selected set of imaging planes for the depiction of blood velocity profiles. The investigators did not address the question of whether location of the imaging planes with respect to potentially complex aortic flow jets could affect the MRI measurements.
In this study, we performed in each patient crosscorrelations of peak-systolic images taken 1.0 and 1.5 cm distal to the aortic valve, as well as images taken at the same distances proximal to the aortic valve. The crosscorrelations were used to assess (1) the similarity of the flow profiles at the two levels and (2) the orientation of the flow jet relative to the imaging plane. If the imaging plane is roughly perpendicular to the flow jet, then we expect the pairs of images to have a maximum correlation with no relative shift. Conversely, if the imaging plane is poorly aligned with the flow jet, we expect the images to be best aligned at some nonzero relative shift (see Fig. 1 ). The orientation of the imaging plane relative to the flow jet is important because our scans are sensitized for flow in the through-plane direction, so that the measured velocity (v meas ) will be the vector component of the actual velocity (v actual ) normal to the imaging plane. Hence v meas = v actual cosθ , with θ the angle between the flow jet and the normal to the imaging plane. For an accurate measurement, it is thus important to minimize θ by making the imaging plane as nearly orthog-FIGURE 1. Cross-correlation scenario: When the flow jet is angled with respect to the imaging planes by an angle θ, the resultant images are misaligned relative to each other. Consequently, the cross-correlation function, which is a quantitative measure of the images' optimum alignment, will be maximized when they are offset from each other by some nonzero value.
onal as possible to the flow jet, not the aorta itself. Although Caruthers et al. have shown that this error is typically small in their approach, it remains an important consideration in scan planning to achieve accurate data collection, especially for complicated jet structures.
In light of the likely variable orientation of high velocity flow jets in the aortic and left ventricular outflow tracts, this study was designed to quantify the dependence of the acquired MRI velocity data on the specific locations of the prescribed imaging planes. To assess the similarities of the jet profiles at different locations along the aortic root and in the left ventricular outflow tract (LVOT) near the valve, quantitative comparisons of the shapes of the flow velocity profiles at selected distances from the valve plane were performed via two-dimensional cross-correlation functions. It was hypothesized that if no substantial differences existed in the jet profiles acquired at different imaging planes, then longitudinal positioning of the imaging plane within a modest acquisition window would be sufficient for routine clinical use by trained technologists. Such a demonstration would decrease the time required for the technologist to set up the scan and improve confidence in valve area estimates as a basis for clinical decisions. Conversely, if the jet profile changed noticeably between the two planes, a more systematic analysis of the optimal location of the image acquisition plane would be indicated.
METHODS

Patient Population
The patient population comprised 23 individuals, 10 female, with varying grades of aortic stenosis. Patients were recruited by a clinical nurse and an experienced sonographer on the basis of post hoc review of echocardiographic reports. The primary inclusion requirement for the study was prior echocardiographic diagnosis of aortic stenosis and/or insufficiency of any degree (mild, moderate, or severe); only two patients did not have aortic stenosis, and both of those had moderate aortic insufficiency ( Table 1) . The only exclusion criteria were those for general CMR suitability and subvalvular left ventricular outflow tract (LVOT) obstruction. Patients gave informed consent as approved by the local institutional review board. All patients completed the imaging protocols without difficulty.
CMR Methods
Patients were imaged using a 1.5T MRI scanner with a five-element phased array coil (NT Intera CV R8, Philips Medical Systems). Phase contrast images 8 were obtained about the aortic valve plane using a free-breathing, retrospectively gated velocity encoding technique sensitized for flow in the through-plane direction. Repetition time (TR) was 6.0 ms, echo time (TE) was 2.9 ms, and the flip angle α was 30
• . Thirty images were acquired per cardiac cycle, Note. Demographic data regarding the patient population. Aortic stenosis (AS) and aortic insufficiency (AI) are each graded on a 0-5 scale, where 0 is absence of pathology, and 1-5 represent the spectrum between mild and severe disease. Aortic root diameter was measured in cross-section 1 cm above the valve.
with two signal averages per image (2 NSA). Typical voxel size was 1.0 × 1.3 × 9.0 mm 3 , with the longest dimension oriented in the through-plane direction. Typical maximum encoded velocity (V ENC ) was 4 m/s; V ENC was initially set at 2.5 m/s in the aortic root and 2.0 m/s in the LVOT, and increased in cases where aliasing was observed. It was increased a priori if the technologist noted high aortic flow velocities or regurgitant jet velocities on the functional cine images. As the prescribed TE was already low, it was not modified respective to increased V ENC . At each time point, one velocity-encoded image and one velocity-compensated image were acquired. Quantitative velocity images were generated via complex subtractions of these two scans as implemented in the standard scanner reconstruction software. Typical images are shown in Fig. 2 . Scan planning was done in the LVOT view, on the basis of high-resolution functional cine images, as shown in Fig. 3 . The LVOT view was, in turn, based on three other high-resolution functional cine views, to ensure that it showed the most accurate possible cross-section of the aortic valve. One imaging plane, the "valve plane," was positioned just to the aortic side of the valve at its greatest excursion toward the apex (typically occurring at end-systole) to ensure that the valve would be within the imaging slice for the greatest possible extent of systole. Two planes were positioned distally parallel to this plane (in the aortic root), offset 10 and 15 mm from its center. We referred to these latter scans as "Level +" and "Level ++," respectively. Two more planes were positioned proximally parallel the valve plane (in the LVOT), also offset 10 and 15 mm from the center of the valve plane, and were referred to as "Level −" and "Level −−," respectively.
Image Processing
Data for the Level +, Level ++, Level −, and Level −− scans were exported from the scanner and analyzed on an offline workstation using IDL v5.5 (Research Systems Incorporated) and the Philips PRIDE image processing tools (Philips Medical Systems, Best, The Netherlands). All analyses were performed on the phase-encoded velocity images. A region of interest (ROI) was manually drawn about the lumen of the aortic root or LVOT, and used to mask out surrounding pixels not relevant to velocity calculations. In the quantitative flow images, the grayscale value at each pixel is linearly related to the average velocity over the corresponding imaging voxel. Consequently, a linear transform was applied to each image to recover the velocity information. In the coloring scheme implemented on most scanners, a black pixel maps to an average velocity of −V ENC , a white pixel maps to an average velocity of +V ENC , and the gray which is halfway in between maps to an average velocity of zero.
To compute the VTIs, the peak velocity recorded within the ROI for each of the 30 image phases was exported to a spreadsheet, and Simpson's rule was used to calculate a time integral over the systolic portion of the envelope described by these peaks (Fig. 3) .
We used the two-dimensional (2D) cross-correlation function to develop a quantitative estimate of the spatial similarity of the cross-sections of the peak-systolic aortic jet at different longitudinal positions. The 2D translational cross-correlation typically is used in image processing for purposes of pattern-matching and image registration. Its input is a pair of 2D arrays (i.e., images) and its output is a 2D array of values ranging from −1 to +1. The effect of the function is to sequentially shift one image relative to the other over specified x-and y-ranges, and calculate the correlation coefficient for every possible shift within those ranges. The cross-correlation function is maximized when the two images are optimally aligned. The maximum value of the cross-correlation is an index of the "goodness-offit" between the two images being analyzed, with a value of 1.0 indicating a perfect fit, −1.0 indicating that the images are exact inverses of each other, and 0.0 indicating no relationship whatsoever.
For each patient, cross-correlations were performed between the Level − and Level −− scans (in the LVOT) and the Level + and Level ++ scans (in the aortic root). Both the value of the maximum correlation and the translational offset at which this occurred were noted for each analysis. Because the correlation function required a rectangular input array, a rectangular ROI circumscribing the aortic or LVOT lumen was used for these analyses. All 2D correlation functions were output as images with an RGB color scale of red equivalent to 1, black equivalent to 0, and blue equivalent to −1. Color values for positive correlations were linearly interpolated between red and black, and those for negative correlations were linearly interpolated between blue and black. Sample cross-correlations for both supraand subvalvular images, as well as the attendant velocity images, are shown in Fig. 4 .
RESULTS
Direct comparison of the peak velocities acquired at peak systole between Level + and Level ++ revealed no significant difference between the two groups. Regression analysis yielded a slope of 0.81 and an intercept of 0.49, and the correlation coefficient R was 0.96 (Fig. 5) . A two-tailed paired t test between the groups of peak velocities indicated equivalence ( p = 0.95). Figure 6 (A) illustrates the comparison of VTIs at Level + and Level ++, which exhibited a small but significant difference ( p < 0.05). The slope and intercept for regression analysis were 0.88 and 0.05, respectively; R was 0.96. However, the difference in means represented approximately only 4% of the average value and is of limited physiological impact. Bland-Altman analysis confirms the small systematic measurement difference [ Fig. 6(B) ]. Overall, these data indicate that, for the purpose of clinical valve area computations, which are based on VTIs, the precise location of imaging plane in the aortic outflow tract will not affect the result. Translational 2D cross-correlations between aortic lumens on the + and ++ imaging planes exhibited a point of maximum correlation of the flow velocity profiles at (0, 0) offset for 19 of 23 patients, indicating concordance of the jet locations at both imaging planes in the majority of the cases. A nonzero offset was observed in the remaining four patients indicating a slight change in the cross-sectional position of the flow jets from one plane to the other (likely representing eccentricity of the jet; this was confirmed in each case by visual inspection of the images). The average maximum correlation value for the entire population was 0.930 ± 0.067. The subgroup with zero offset exhibited an average maximum correlation of 0.957 ± 0.028, and the subgroup with nonzero offset exhibited a slightly lower average maximum correlation of 0.800 ± 0.037. The xoffsets in the four patients with spatially divergent jet positions were −1.50 ± 3.00 mm, and no patients exhibited a y-offset, suggesting that in general, the jets actually shift only marginally across the 5-mm spacing from one plane to the other. Examples of cross-correlations with both zero and nonzero offsets are shown in Fig. 4 . This indicates a high degree of spatial similarity in the peak-systolic velocity profile between the two planes, in addition to the temporal similarity shown by the peak velocity envelope described by the VTI.
The behavior of LVOT flow patterns was slightly different. Direct comparison of the peak velocities acquired at peak systole between Level − and Level −− revealed that peak velocities were significantly lower at Level −−. Regression analysis yielded a slope of 0.66 and an intercept of 0.15, and the correlation coefficient R was 0.92 (Fig. 7) . A two-tailed paired t test between the groups of peak velocities indicated a significant difference ( p < 10 −7 ). lower values at Level −− ( p < 10 −7 ). The slope and intercept for regression analysis were 0.68 and 0.03, respectively, with an R of 0.93. The difference in means represented approximately 23% of the average value. Bland-Altman analysis confirms the systematic difference [ Fig. 8(B) ] and also shows a bias in the measurements so that larger absolute values of the VTI correspond to larger differences in the measurement. These data indicate that the LVOT measurements do depend to some extent on the specific location of the valve plane.
Cross-correlations between LVOT lumens at Level − and Level −− showed that the two cross-sections of these velocity profiles were remarkably similar. The point of maximum correlation of the flow velocity profiles occurred at (0, 0) offset for all 23 patients, indicating concordance of the jet locations at both imaging planes in all cases. The average maximum correlation value for the entire population was 0.968 ± 0.16. This suggests that the flows in the LVOT are less likely than the aortic jets to shift even marginally from one plane to the other for these image plane locations across the 5-mm spacing between planes. Examples of cross-correlations are shown in Fig. 4 .
DISCUSSION
Cardiac magnetic resonance imaging continues to evolve as a significant tool for noninvasive characterization of cardiovascular pathology. As yet, CMR has found little application to date as a method for elucidating valve pathology, chiefly because echocardiography is so simple to apply in a busy clinical environment. However, certain potential advantages of CMR motivate the quest to develop a simple, rapid, and routine approach for valve quantification that could substitute for echocardiography. These include the use of 3D velocity data sets that can be accurately registered to valve and cardiac motion, no limitations on the "look angle" associated with limited echo windows, and the greater potential for partial to total automation of optimal procedures for collection of velocity data, which in echocardiography depend heavily on the subjective technical expertise of the sonographer. This latter consideration represents the departure point for the current preliminary work that ultimately is aimed at using cross-correlation methods to inform a semi-automated search for an imaging plane, which is fully perpendicular to the flow jet, even in cases where this jet is eccentric, and hence may not be fully appreciated by traditional methods.
In a previous study, Caruthers et al. outlined a simple prescription for conducting phase-encoded velocity mapping MRI studies to assess aortic stenosis in a clinical setting. In a comparison with echocardiographic data, they reported overall excellent agreement between the echocardiographic and MRI approaches. Although MRI tended to mildly underestimate the velocity-time integrals for the patients with critical aortic stenosis who exhibited the very smallest valve orifices, this underestimation occurred well beyond the velocity threshold for defining critical stenosis, and was not deemed clinically limiting.
The procedure used to estimate valve orifice area in Doppler echocardiography utilizes the continuity equation A V = A LVOT × (VTI LVOT /VTI AO ), where A V represents the valve orifice area, A LVOT represents the crosssectional area of the left ventricular outflow tract, VTI LVOT is the velocity-time integral computed distal to the aortic valve (in the LVOT), and VTI AO is the velocity-time integral computed proximal to the aortic valve. The continuity equation operates via the principle of conservation of mass, as the product of a velocity-time integral and its corresponding cross-sectional area represents the total volume of blood which flows through the plane during the specified time interval. Although the continuity equation is more traditionally written in terms of average velocities than VTIs, the average velocity is simply the VTI divided by the length of the systolic ejection period, and that time term cancels out of the ratio. Consequently, the VTI is mathematically the most economical parameter to consider.
This study was designed to explore the potential for error involved in assumptions of similarity of jet positions and velocity profiles when using CMR to calculate valve area using the continuity equation. We employed three methods to compare the velocity profiles at Levels + and ++ and at Levels − and −−: statistical comparison of the peak velocity, statistical comparison of the velocity-time integral, and 2D cross-correlation of the peak-systolic flow profiles between the two levels. Statistical comparison of VTIs produces a temporal comparison, but incorporates no spatial information; hence we used the cross-correlation to provide a spatial comparison of the peak-systolic velocity maps. The patient population studied was selected only on the basis of (1) presence of aortic valve stenosis and (2) absence of subvalvular outflow tract obstruction; hence, we expect it to be representative of the general population of patients with aortic stenosis. As our velocity data are taken wholly in the basal 2 cm of aorta, we do not expect malformations such as tortuous aorta to affect the results. A possible exception to this is grossly aneurysmal aortic root geometry that affects valvular function (as in Marfan's Syndrome), which should be investigated further.
We observed a very strong correlation (R = 0.95) between the maximum velocities measured at Level + and Level ++, and a two-tailed paired t test showed no statistically significant difference between the two datasets. The velocity-time integrals computed at Level + and Level ++ were also strongly correlated (R = 0.96). We consider the VTI approach to be robust because it requires that an integral be computed over the full time-course of systole, and it is hence not significantly affected by small errors in the overall peak velocity. It is also important to observe a high degree of agreement in the VTIs, as they are the key pieces of data used in the computation of valve area.
Examination of the 2D cross-correlation functions for the two image planes in the aortic root evaluated indicated a high degree of similarity between flow profiles at Level + and Level ++, which suggests that for the majority of this patient population, a high degree of similarity exists between flow profiles at the two image acquisition planes. Therefore, the exact longitudinal positioning of the image acquisition plane within the range of 1.0-1.5 cm above the valve plane should not substantially affect the measurement results. The practical significance of this result is that, within a modest (0.5 cm) window beyond the aortic valve, the longitudinal position of the imaging plane is not overly critical. Because scan time is a major disadvantage of CMR as compared to Doppler echocardiography, due in part to the time required for setting up the imaging sequences, these data suggest that reasonably forgiving routine and even semi-automated methods to select imaging planes could be developed.
However, a subset of patients exhibits nonzero offset of maximum cross-correlation. We hypothesize that in these patients, the aortic valve leaflets are oriented so as to produce an eccentric jet, which is not perpendicular to the aortic valve plane (and consequently the imaging plane). Although the imaging planes are only separated by 5 mm, manual planimetry and overlay of the flow jets at these levels demonstrates jet cross-sections which are noticeably offset from each other.
Accordingly, we propose that this approach could offer an index of jet eccentricity based on the cross-correlation functions. Studies to date have been limited, but it has been suggested on the basis of computational fluid dynamic models that, for a given orifice size, an eccentric jet may have a more severe clinical presentation than a well-aligned jet due to differences in the pressure recovery. 12 Due to the limitations of Doppler echocardiography, it has heretofore been difficult to evaluate such conditions in humans.
In the LVOT, greater dependence of measured velocity on longitudinal image position was observed. The peak velocity at Level −− was significantly lower ( p < 10 −7 ) than at Level −. Regression analysis showed a slope of 0.66 and an intercept of 0.15, with a correlation coefficient R of 0.92. The VTIs showed a similar relationship, with significantly lower ( p < 10 −7 ) values calculated at Level −−. The slope of the regression line was 0.68, the intercept near zero, and R was 0.93. This demonstrates that, unlike the situation in the aortic outflow tract, velocity measurements in the LVOT are sensitive to the longitudinal position of the imaging plane within the range of 1.0-1.5 cm below the aortic valve plane.
In an effort to explain this finding, we examined the data for trends based on severity of aortic insufficiency, severity of aortic stenosis, and eccentricity of the shape of the LVOT (determined by fitting an ellipse to the LVOT lumen and examining the ratio of the major and minor axes). No trend was found on the basis of any of these three factors. We additionally hypothesized that the cross-sectional area of the LVOT might be larger at Level −− than at Level −, which (from the continuity equation) would result in lower velocity flows. Consequently, we planimetered the LVOT lumen at these two levels for each patient, and applied the continuity equation using the previously computed VTIs and the newly planimetered areas. While the lumenal area was significantly larger at Level −− ( p < 10 −4 ), the average difference was only approximately 10%, and regression of VTIs corrected for area did not yield a substantially different relationship (slope 0.63, intercept 0.07).
We therefore suggest that the remainder of the difference in measured VTIs may be a consequence of the blood accelerating as it passes through the LVOT, as mandated by the pressure gradient between the left ventricle and the aorta. This acceleration may appear to violate the continuity equation, because we have neglected the pulsatility of aortic flow and input average velocities into the steady-state continuity equation, which does not account for acceleration. The continuity equation for pulsatile flow does contain an acceleration term. Unfortunately, because our reported velocity values are averaged over 1-cm long voxels, intravoxel acceleration precludes the use of our velocity data to calculate accelerations.
There was a relatively greater variation in the differences between pairs of LVOT VTIs than between pairs of aortic VTIs [ Fig. 8(B) ]. This is likely because, in the aorta, encoding velocities were selected to correspond as closely as possible to the maximum velocity of the aortic jet, maximizing the accuracy of velocity measurements, but in the LVOT, encoding velocities had to be selected to accurately represent regurgitant jets, which have a higher velocity than normal LVOT flow. Consequently, the LVOT measurements were closer to the noise threshold of the scans and hence could be slightly more susceptible to random noise. However, the difference between pairs of measurements was not related to the severity of aortic regurgitation, so this is unlikely to be the cause of the bias toward larger VTIs at Level − than Level −−.
Cross-correlation analysis of the two imaging planes showed a very high degree of similarity between velocity profiles at Level − and Level −− (average maximum correlation 0.968 ± 0.160). For all patients, flows were noted to be concentrically aligned between the two levels. This is likely due to certain physiological constraints. In the aorta, blood has been pumped through a restricted orifice, resulting in a parabolic jet moving through surrounding fluid. The properties of the jet are in large part determined by the properties of the orifice (i.e., valve), in that the area of the valve opening determines the cross-sectional area of the jet, and the way in which the valve leaflets coapt affects the eccentricity of the jet.
In the LVOT, on the other hand, flow is more nearly plug flow because there is no obstruction. Although the surface of the LVOT flow profile may exhibit some features (e.g., it is generally slightly skewed toward the septal wall), as far as the cross-correlation is concerned, changes in such subtleties are masked by the effect of the plug shape of the flow. That is, the correlation is higher when the bulk flows are aligned than when surface features of the flows are aligned. Thus, we expect that the cross-correlation offsets, representing alignment of velocity profiles in the LVOT, will depend primarily on imaging plane alignment, rather than on jet eccentricity as can occur in the aorta.
There exist other MRI-based methods for evaluating aortic stenosis. These include qualitative assessment of signal void due to turbulent flow across the valve, planimetry of the valve orifice on steady-state free precession images, 5, 7 and planimetry of the flow jet on phase-contrast velocity images. 4, 17 The latter two approaches both provide quantitative measures of valve orifice size, and have shown good correlations with orifice sizes measured by echocardiography and cardiac catheterization. However, planimetry of a small orifice requires great precision in drawing the boundary, and is not only highly dependent on the skill of the analyst, but also unlikely to be automatable. Furthermore, there are a number of factors which can adversely affect the accuracy of planimetry, including limited resolution, partial-volume effects, and signal dropout due to calcific deposits at the leaflet boundaries. In contrast, a flow-based method does not require high precision in selecting the boundaries-it is only necessary that the point of peak blood velocity at any given timeframe be included in the drawn lumen. Furthermore, since a velocity-time integral is calculated, lower velocities (which may be slightly more prone to error than high velocities) contribute less to the end result. Consequently, the flow-based method is less dependent on user skill and an automated segmentation algorithm is more likely to be sufficient to extract the needed data, allowing the potential for partial or total automation of image analysis.
In conclusion, phase contrast MRI is an effective tool in the assessment of aortic stenosis. For the purpose of calculating supravalvular VTIs, measured velocities do not change substantially over a 5-mm range in this randomly selected subset of the aortic valve stenosis population, indicating that painstaking precision in selecting the image acquisition plane is not likely to be necessary, hence allowing for the possibility of quicker setup times and/or partial scan automation. A larger difference was noted between subvalvular VTIs over a similar 5-mm range. Further investigation is required to identify the cause of this difference. In future work, we hope to use the cross-correlation method during scanning as a measure of orthogonality between the imaging plane and the flow jet. This could be efficiently implemented within the scanner's code, as the cross-correlation operation reduces to a simple series of additions and multiplications, when computed in the frequency domain. A cross-correlation based alignment algorithm could be used to inform adjustments of the image plane, thus leading to the development of an automated system to optimize image plane alignment.
